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Abstract 

This paper describes the advanced instrumentation and control technology 
that has been applied to the modular high-temperature gas-cooled reactor 
(MHTGR) to meet the top-level goal of safe, economical power. The MHTGR, 
with its four reactor nodules and tuo turbine generators, will be con
trolled to respond to a variety of normal and transient operating modes. 
The overall objective of the plant control, data, and instrumentation 
system (PCDIS) function is to assist plant operations personnel in 
maintaining highly reliable control of the MHTGfi. The MHTCJ) design 
simplicity and passive response, in conjunction with the plant super
visory control system, have yielded a major reduction in operator work
load. The plant does not require safety-related operator actions, nor 
does it require the control room or its equipment to be safety related. 
Therefore, plant control is accomplished from a central control room by 
two operators and one supervisor via the supervisory control system. 

INTRODUCTION 

The MHTGR is an advanced reactor concept under development in a coopera
tive program among the U.S. Tepartment of Energy, the nuclear industry, 
and the utilities. The top-level program goal is to produce safe, 
economical power. A key to tne attainment of this goal is the develop
ment of a reliable plant control system. The control system being 
developed for the MHTGR plant must perform supervisory and control 
functions for a multireactor and turbine generator plant. 

INTEGRATED APPROACH 

The plant control concept is being developed using a systems engineering 
methodology. This methodology, termed the Integrated Approach, Involves 
functional and task analysis, allocation of functions and requirements to 
systems, and the development of specificatlor.s, to produce a design that 
will meet four top-level goals: 1) maintain safe plant operation; 
2) maintain plant protection; 3) maintain control of radionuclide re
lease; and •J) maintain emergency preparedness for all plant states of 
operation. 

PLANT ARRANGEMENT 

The MHTGR consists of two major areas: a nuclear island (NI) containing 
four reactor modules (!50 MVJ(t) each), and an energy conversion area 
(ECA) containing two turbine generators (300 MW(e) each), as shown in 
Figure 1. Each of the four reactor modules In the NI supplies steam to a 
common header which feeds the two turbine generators and receives feed-
water from a common header supplied by the two feedwater subsystems 
within the ECA. 

PCDIS OVERVIEW 

The PCDIS is a hierarchical control system (see Figure 2) that provides 
plant supervisory control, nuclear steam supply control, ECA controls, 
data management, and technical operations support. 

The PCDIS uses a distributed-control architecture to achieve the func
tional requirements of reliability, operablllty, automation, and main
tainability. It is highly modular in structure, allowing for a high 
degree of reliability as well as ease of maintenance. 

The plant supervisory control system (PSCS) is a computer-based system of 
the PCDIS. It provides the overall plant control coordination function 
in response to operator demands. Changes in load allocation due to 
transients within either the reactor or the turbine-generator modules are 
accommodated automatically or manually. The operator normally will use 
the automatic computerized capability of the system, controlling the 
plant by monitoring and, when appropriate, controlling the plant manual
ly-

The nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) control system provides individual 
reactor module control and monitoring in response to the load allocation 
request from the PSCS. Each reactor module has its own separate control 
system. 

The ECA controls provide control and monitoring functions for each 
turbine generator and associated auxiliary systems. There are two 
control systems within the ECA, one for each turbine generator and Its 
supporting auxiliaries. 
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Figure 1. MHTGR Plot Plan 

The data management syaten OMS) provides the data connunication and 
processing functions or the PCDIS. Each of the systems of the PCDIS 
comunicate via the DMS data highuays. Data communication with non-PCDIS 
systems is also handled by the DNS. 
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The technical operations support provides the engineering and technical 
staff interface uith the PCDIS. Computer-based workstations are provided 
to enable the technical staff to perform testing, surveillance, and 
calibration, as well as to support the operating staff outside the 
control room. 

MHTGR CONTROL 

Plant Supervisory Control 

Requirements 

A major requirement for the PSCS la the capability to provide continuous 
and automatic supervisory control by the operator of the reactor modules 
and ECA for a wide variety of plant-operating configurations. These 
include balanced and unbalanced energy production apportioned among the 
four reactor modules; balanced and unbalanced energy conversion appor
tioned between the two turbine-generator feedwater systems In the ECA; 
and various operating modes of trjivldual reactor modules Including 
refueling, startup/shutdown and energy production operations. Addition
ally, the PSCS must automatically control transitions among these confi
gurations and modes In a manner that optimizes plant energy production 
economics for any operating configuration and utility load demand re
quirements that might exist. The primary PSCS Interface requirement uith 
the plant operators Is to report Information and accept instructions in 
supporting the operator's decision-making process. 

Description 

As shown in Figure 3, there are four separate and independent closed-loop 
NSSS control systems (one for each reactor module), and two sets of ECA 
modules (one for each turbine and associated feedwater train). These 
control systems are supervised and coordinated by the PSCS, which appor
tions total plant load demand to the four reactor modules for power 
generation and to the two turbines for power conversion. This structure 
matches the modular configuration of the NSSS modules and the ECA sys
tems. It allows independent operation of the reactor modules and tur
bines as required and contributes to plant availability by reducing paths 
tor propagation of failure. 

The MHTGR control room ope-itors use the operation workstation and PSCS 
to perform those control and management tasks concerned with coordinating 
energy production, shutdown, refueling and startup/shutdown operations to 
enable the plant to meet its electrical output demand efficiently, 
economically, and reliably (see Figure 3). In the PSCS, data acquisition 
software collect plant information to establish plant status. Control:! 
and analysis software use control strategy algorithms to determine plant 
control decisions. User Interface routines accept operator inputs for 
plant control. Command generation software is the source of outputs that 
initiate plant control actions. Information-processing programs report 
Information to the operating staff on all aspects of plant supervisory 
control. 

For normal energy production, the PSCS derives a total plant electrical 
load demand from the grid-dispatching-system's plant electrical power 
demand and the current plant total electrical power output. Comparison 
Is then made in the PSCS with limits (if any) on generator electrical 
power output, reactor module steam production, and feedwater supply to 
arrive at an achievable, total plant load demand. The PSCS then converts 
the total plant load demand Into NSSS and ECA load demands. 
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Figure 2. PCDIS Integrated Control Overview 

A variety of alternative load allocation strategies is used by the PSCS. 
The selection of any particular load 'ilocation depends on the status of 
reactor modules and energy conversion systems, achievable process and 
component configurations, grid dispatching requests, and discretionary 
decisions by the operators. Energy load demands are normally allocated 
so that reactor module's and turbine-generator systems contribute equal 
shares of production and conversion loads to meet the plant electrical 
load demand. The PSCS, however, also is designed to control reactor 
module and turbine-generators independently at different load levels 
under certain conditions. These conditions include instances where 
component or system performance limits are reached, or where apportioning 
loads unequally will optimize plant operating performance, such as fo. 
reactor module fuel cycle considerations. In addition to steady-state 
conditions, the PSCS can effect different rates of load demand and 
amounts of load demand changes among the reactor modules and turbine-
generators to achieve the desired allocation. 

If available reactor modules or turbine-generators are operationally load 
constrained or scheduled for maintenance, the loads are proportionally 
allocated for efficient transitioning among startup, shutdown, and 
refueling modes. Once the loads have been allocated, the PSCS primarily 
monitors NSSS and ECA performance. The types of performance monitored 
include heat balance, thermodynamic efficiency, stability and regulation, 
approaches and marglrs to technical specifications and setpoints, and 
reactor core fuel management. 

Operator's Role 

During normal plant operation, the control room operators control the 
plant by monitoring overall plant and major system and component perfor
mance, and adjusting pl&nt fluid and electrical system configurations to 
facilitate required component tests, inspections, and maintenance, riant 
and system configuration changes are accomplished by the operator through 
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Figure 3. PSCS Confissuration Overview 

the PCDIS. or by auxiliary operators froa reaote control panels. Opera
tors are required to clear hold points during plant maneuvers and 
operating configuration changes. 
The PSCS design automate-, the following functions without requiring 
operator task inputs to be executable: 

• Acquiring and processing data 
• Validating data 
• Estimating status of control 
• analysing perforaance 
• Validating incoming commands 
• Generating outgoing coamands 

In support of the operators' tasks, the PSCS is sealautomated such that 
operator task inputs are required at selected stages in the execution of 
the following functions: 

• Diagnosing 
• Supporting operator decision-making 
• Selecting plant control strategies 
• Managing plant configurations 
• Managing/planning system maintenance 
• Archiving data and information 

With this distribution of automation in the PSCJ, initial assessments 
using operator task analysis have shown a substantial reduction in 
operator workload as compared tc existing light water reactor and HTGR 
plants. This reduction in workload, thj MHTGR simplicity and predictable 
response, and the absence of operator actions required for safety enable 
the MHTGR plant operation to be accomplished by two operators and one 
supervisor. 
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Bequirementa 

Major requirements for plant control include: 

• Independent operation of reactor modules and turbine generators 
at all power levels 

• Continuous autoaatic operation of reactor modules in the 
25 percent to 100 percent power range 

• Capability to accept step load changes of up to 10 percent in 
plant output 

• Capability to accept ramp load changes of up to 5 percent per 
ainute 

• Independence of protection froa control 

In addition, user requirements call for 80 percent plant availability by 
Halting plant forced and scheduled outages to less than 10 percent eacn. 
To meat this requirement, a M a n tiae between failures greater than 
7500 hr, and a aaan tiae to repair of less than 12 hr have been specified 
for the control systea. 

Description 

The reactor fuel negative temperature coefficient, the high thermal 
capacitance of the reactor core, and arrangement of the fluid systems 
make the MHTGft Inherently stable and enable It to follow load with 
•inlaal movement. These features are Illustrated In Figure 4, which 
shows how variations in helium flow are passively followed by reactor 
power variations of the same relative magnitude and in the same direc
tion. Therefore, the nê ed for forced reactor control in the MHTCR arises 
mainly from the requirements to follow load with the specified timing. 

In the normal power operating mode, the PSCS receives a total plant load 
demand from the dispatcher or control room operator, apportions it to the 
reactor modules online, and transmits the apportioned load demand to the 
individual module control in the form of a load demand set point. Each 
KSSS control system then varies module power to deliver the required 
steam flow it 16.6 HPa (2«00 psig) and 8 n K (1000°F). 

These HSSS control actions take place while the PSCS apportions total 
plant load demand to the operating turbines, and turbine throttle valves 
adjust their positions to the new load level. In addition, feedwater 
train controls vary feedpump speeds and feedwater heating to deliver the 
feedwater required at the feedwater header by the reactor modules. 

Module response In ttK normal operating mode is illustrated in Figure 5. 
fts this figure shows, deviations in steam conditions during a load ramp 
change are negligible. 
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Figure 4. HHTliR Module Power Follows 
Helium Flow Naturally 

The 10 percent load demand step change is accommodated jy automatic and 
simultaneous adjustments to the turbine and reactor module steam load 
demand set points. In this case, the turbine generator and feedwater 
trains respond essentially without delay, driven by the nigner- steam 
production in the operating modules. This results in steam temperature 
and pressure deviations from set points during the transition to the new 
steady state operating level that are ueli within equipment operating 
ranges. 

To bring a reactor module online and to approximately 25 percent power, 
the control room operator steps the module through a preprogrammed series 
of operational sequences between hold points. Conditions at each hold 
point are monitored to verify operation within acceptable limits prior to 
releasing the control system to perform the next series of sequential 
operations. There are hold points at reactor crlticality, steam genera
tor preboilout, steam generator boilout, and at steam generator rated 
outlet pressure and temperature conditions (approximately 25 percent 
reactor power). To remove a reactor module from service from 25 percent 
power, the process is the reverse of startup. 
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Figure 5. MHTGR Module Steam Conditions are Constant 
During Load Ramp 

During refueling, a nodule is automatically maintained within the 
operator's predefined refueling conditions (subcritical, depressurized, 
fixed heliun flow and feedwater flow) In this mode, the control room 
operator continuously monitors module status. The fuel-handling opera
tion itself is performed automatically and supervised from a separate 
fuel handling control room which provides a complete view of the re
fueling floor in the NI (see Figure 1). 

Each of the four NSSS control systems is Located near its reactor module, 
uith control equipment within each NSSS further distributed near the 
reactor and the stean generator vessels. 

Plant Protection 

Passive MHTGR safety features such as fuel integrity at high tempera
tures, core size and geomstry, and the use of natural circulation for 
decay heat removal, lead to MHTGR protection systems that are essential 
to meet requirements principally .'or plant maintenance and investment 
protection, not plant safety. 

This protection function is accomplished by tne operator through the use 
of four automatic, independent, and separate investment protection 
systems (IPS), one for each module, to protect plant investment in 
operating time and equipment. These systems contribute to plant availa

bility by mitigating the impact of major module component failures 
through minimization of damage and required repair time, and providing 
redundant, nonsafety-related decay heat removal capability to facilitate 
accomplishing reactor refueling and nodule maintenance activities In a 
timely manner following reactor shutdown. 

There also are four automatic, Independent, and separate reactor protec
tion systems (RPS), one for each reactor module, that provide reactor 
trip and steam generator isolation for radionuclide and Investment 
protection. These systems contribute to meeting regulatory requirements 
for design basis events, and are classified as "safety related." The 
RPSs are the only instrumentation systems with such classification. 

Backup manual trips for both the IPS and the RPS, as well as plant 
protection monitoring including post accident mcnitorlng, are not de
signed to meet regulatory safety requirements; however, they are provided 
as nonsafety-relatej functions to allow discretionary shutdown capability 
by the operator for equipment protection, to monitor the long-term well 
being of passive safety features, and oo facilitate analysis and recovery 
from plant trips. (11 protection information from the IPS and RPS is 
transmitted via a unidirectional isolator to the PCDIS data highways for 
display on the control room consoles. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The MHTGR operators can accomplish and maintain highly reliable cont.-ol 
through the use of a computerized control data and instrumentation 
system. 

The use of passive systems and inherent safety features eliminate the 
requirement for safety-related o r a t o r actions and significantly simpli
fy operator responsibilities. 

In the MHTGR, it is Intended that the control room operator manage plant 
operations at a relatively high level in contrast to being required to 
initiate or accomplish specific actions through direct manipulation of 
individual controls in response to evolving plant conditions. 


